
Part 1 Prompt 1

The city is the beating heart and hearth of our community. It is a place where we socialize, come

together to share stories and laughter and have a great time. Nevertheless, it is still a place for

colossal inequality, where communities struggle for resources, while others spend their money

recklessly.

From this, a pivotal question emerges. What is more important for our city? A shopping mall, or

a community centre?

The question is straightforward and clear. We must spend our time and money building and

erecting a new community centre, which will help young people, building and inspiring many

youthful minds, socializing with other humans, and provide more education and social activities

for kids to enjoy and flourish their minds. The solid reason for a community centre is to help

someone. Unlike a shopping mall, which traps us in endless hellholes of confusion, sucking

people’s attention to new clothes or food and corrupting people’s minds with sales all around the

country, a community centre is a place for education and entertainment.

Community centres teach us about the power of socializing. Even if you talk to someone for a

bit, they will feel joy and happiness of being recognized. Then, they will spread more passion

and love. An endless ripple of kindness and generosity will submerge the world. If we do not

build community centres, then this kindness ripple will disappear, and the world will be plagued

and infected by feelings of sorrow, bitterness, anger and disrespect.

The quote “A powerful society is one where everyone is valued” represents community centres.

In these areas, all kinds of humans are welcome and individually valued. Therefore, community

centres represent a powerful society.

Community centres aid people in need who are injured, educate the youth and provide company

for the elderly. About 80% of people who are disabled went to a community centre, and are

living healthy and having a fun time. We should value the hospitality that these wonderful

hostages provide us. We are lucky to have community centres. They can be fun and help many
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people. Although many may argue that community centres are boring, aren’t shopping malls

boring too? What is the difference?

More essential needs are provided in shopping malls, but I believe health and education come

first and they are our priority. I insist that we must fabricate community centres to help our

community. This is a call to action to manufacture a new community centre and we must answer

the call.
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